National Institute for Empowerment of Persons with Multiple Disabilities [NIEPMD]
(Dept. of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment, Govt. of India)
East Coast Road, Muttukadu, Kovalam (PO), Chennai – 603 112.
Phone: 044-27472113. Website: www.niepmd.tn.nic.in E-mail: niepmd@gmail.com

NIEPMD/Estate 6(31)/2014-15
03/03/2015
To,
(Quotations are invited from the Engineering Contractor with similar works executed
in the Govt. organization)
Sub: Calling Quotation for the proposed to establishment of ICT-Lab; partition works...reg
Sir,
The National Institute for Empowerment of Persons with Multiple
Disabilities (NIEPMD) is established by the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment,
Govt. of India is functioning at Muttukadu, Chennai – 112. NIEPMD invites tender for the
wooden partition works.
S.No

Description

1.

Wardrobe/continuous table arrangement to accommodate minimum 7
persons with one draws and one open able cabinet duly finished with
both side laminate, necessary accessories/provisions for keeping the CPU
units and etc;(Rate including the barrier free facility to access with in the
lab and the individuals desk) (drawing enclosed for reference)
Carpet flooring including the fixing the finished floor with all necessary
arrangements
Provision of box cupboard arrangements using with ISI make plywood
with both side lamination provision and also fixing the wall portion, the
rates including hinges handles, screws and locks and etc;
Providing and fixing the 50mm thick fiber false ceiling of size
600mmX600mm in to horizontal level suspended on inter locking metal
grit of hot dipped galvanized steel section consisting of main’’ T’’ runner
suitable spaced at joints to get required length… and completed the
works as per the CPWD Specifications
Supplying and fixing the false ceiling light –model no :FBS 450/236W
D6(PW) (AG) with lamp – PLL- 36/86 4P
Supplying and fixing the ISI make door closed

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Area(Sq.ft)
Approximately

Rate

Amount

30R ft

150sqft

32sqft

150sqft
02nos
01no

Total amount
The quotation clearly mentioning top of envelop as ’’ To Establishment of ICT-Lab; Partition Works’’
should reach on or before 30th March 2015 NIEPMD by speed post/courier /person –drop the
quotation in to the Tender box which is kept in the Main building (3rd floor )
Yours faithfully,
--sd/-(S.SANKARA NARAYANAN)
Deputy Registrar (Admin)

